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Abstract

The inference of topological principles is a key prob-
lem in structured reconstruction. We observe that wrongly
predicted topological relationships are often incurred by
the lack of holistic geometry clues in low-level features.
Inspired by the fact that massive signals can be com-
pactly described with frequency analysis, we experimen-
tally explore the efficiency and tendency of learning struc-
ture geometry in the frequency domain. Accordingly, we
propose a frequency-domain feature learning strategy (F-
Learn) to fuse scattered geometric fragments holistically
for topology-intact structure reasoning. Benefiting from
the parsimonious design, the F-Learn strategy can be eas-
ily deployed into a deep reconstructor with a lightweight
model modification. Experiments demonstrate that the F-
Learn strategy can effectively introduce structure aware-
ness into geometric primitive detection and topology infer-
ence, bringing significant performance improvement to final
structured reconstruction. Code and pre-trained models are
available at https://github.com/Geo-Tell/F-Learn.

1. Introduction
The structured reconstruction models the shape gram-

mar/topology that depicts procedural shape generation [24],
which can facilitate various downstream vision tasks, such
as feature matching [19, 44], 3D modeling [23, 32] and
3D scene understanding [47, 42]. The recovery of a shape
topology is generally realized via two steps: (i) geomet-
ric primitive detection and (ii) graph inference based on
extracted geometric primitives (e.g., corners and edges).
Following this primitive-to-structure principle, previous re-
searchers usually resort to heatmaps of corners and edges
for subsequent structure reasoning [18, 47, 42, 2]. With
low-level parsing tasks promoted by deep learning tech-
niques, many works have greatly improved the performance
of high-level structure recovery in recent years [42, 24, 2].
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Researchers commonly dedicate to graph inference with
geometric features generated by proven hierarchical back-
bones (e.g., ResNet [10]) for structured reconstruction.
However, incorrect topology inference remains a significant
problem due to the lack of holistic geometric clues in the
low-level features. Specifically, the geometric fragments
extracted by shallow layers can hardly be fused into struc-
turally informative features, leading to wrongly reasoned
topological principles (as shown in Fig. 1 (a)). Different
from the prior arts that focus on graph inference, this pa-
per turns to study an efficient strategy for holistically learn-
ing structure-related features with low-level geometric frag-
ments.

Low-level geometric features fundamentally support
high-level feature extraction and structure recovery. Specif-
ically, the low-level shallow-layer feature maps provide in-
formation for precise geometry localization, which is es-
sential for high-level primitive detection and topology in-
ference. Restricted by the limited receptive field, it is hard
to holistically capture structure geometries in the shallow
layers. We consider that the low efficiency of processing
low-level geometric fragments in the space domain is the
root cause.

Inspired by the fact that low-level features can be com-
pactly encoded in the frequency domain, we are interested
in achieving efficient geometry feature learning with fre-
quency analysis. In the frequency map of a given feature
map, every value encodes the global information of the fea-
ture map regarding the corresponding frequency. Therefore,
performing convolution operations in the frequency domain
actually means directly combining the spatial information
in a holistic manner.

To be concrete, given a set of low-level feature
maps {fn(x, y)} and the corresponding frequency map
{Fn(u, v)}, the information encoded at (ui, vj) describes
a certain changing pattern of signals in the space domain.
When applying a convolution operation to a frequency posi-
tion (ui, vj), the feature components of related frequencies
in every map of {fn(x, y)} will be merged across the chan-
nel dimension in the space domain. As the low-level geo-
metric information generally belongs to high-frequency sig-
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Figure 1. Comparison of learning low-level features in the space and frequency domains. (a) Structure reconstruction with low-level
geometric features learned in the space domain. The inefficient fusion of low-level geometric fragments loses the structure clues of the
bottom left roof region and consequently results in missing topological relations in the final reconstructed structure graph. (b) Structure
reconstruction with low-level geometric features learned with the proposed frequency-domain feature learning strategy (F-Learn).
With the geometric features compactly processed in the frequency domain, our F-Learn strategy effectively achieves holistic geometry
fusion for inferring the right topological principle for structure reconstruction. Ep and Er denote the scores of precision and recall for
detected edges, while Rp and Rr refer to those of reconstructed regions.

nals, a frequency-domain convolution directly realizes the
integration of geometric primitives scatted in {fn(x, y)}.
The frequency-domain convolution thereby works more
efficiently in holistic geometry learning than the space-
domain counterpart, which combines local geometric clues
without a global view.

Based on the discussion above, we propose a frequency-
domain feature learning strategy (F-Learn) to efficiently ex-
tract holistic geometry features for guiding the inference of
structure topology. Working in the frequency domain, the
F-Learn strategy holistically fuses the separated geometric
primitives into structurally informative features. The pro-
posed F-Learn strategy can be readily applied to a primitive-
to-structure framework for structured reconstruction.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:

- Exploration with a simple geometry recovery task
sheds light on the difference in learning tendency be-
tween frequency- and space-domain convolutions. The
results also validate the high efficiency of frequency-
domain convolution in learning holistic geometry.

- A parsimonious frequency-domain feature learning
strategy (F-Learn) is proposed to generate structurally
informative geometry features for structured recon-
struction.

- Experiments on vectorizing world buildings demon-
strate that our F-Learn strategy greatly improves the
performance of structured reconstruction.

2. Related Work

2.1. Geometric Primitive Detection

The detection of geometric primitives is a long-standing
vision task that has been extensively explored with hand-
crafted descriptors in the early stage [26, 9]. Recently,
with the learning ability of hierarchical features, deep learn-
ing models have significantly promoted the completeness
and precision of detected geometric primitives. A pop-
ular way for low-level geometry extraction is to perform
heatmap regression or pixel-wise binary classification. The
heatmap regression technique is widely adopted in corner
detection. For instance, methods like CornerNet [17] and
CenterNet [6] learn corner heatmaps for the downstream
task of object detection. Binary classification is often used
to localize edge pixels. Representative edge detectors like
HED [34] and RCF [21] focus on fusing multi-level features
for edge pixel classification, while some works pay atten-
tion to learning crisp edges or semantic contours [40, 5, 11].

Compared to the pixel-wise inference of corners and
edges, the detection of line primitives is more structural as
a line segment should be defined by two endpoints [7, 16].
Since the task of wireframe parsing was introduced by [14],
increasing interest has been witnessed in inferring line seg-
ment candidates with learned junctions [45, 38, 20]. With
the advance in low- and mid-level primitive detection, re-
searchers have started to make efforts on structured recon-
struction in recent years.
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2.2. Structured Reconstruction

The structured reconstruction requires reasoning the
overall topology of a given shape. Generally, structured
reconstruction is a large research field that contains var-
ious tasks ranging from 3D object CAD modeling [32],
layout estimation [18, 47], to roof extraction [43]. For
instance-level structure reconstruction, many methods re-
sort to generative models [32] or detecting key points
with fixed topologies (e.g., skeletons of human bodies and
hands) [33, 46].

As for scene-level structural modeling, the reconstruc-
tion targets usually belong to special semantic-related struc-
tures, such as planar building roofs and indoor floorplans.
For these tasks, the derived structures have to match seman-
tic regions with robustness to other irrelevant structure in-
formation. For example, room layout estimation has to en-
sure that connected lines can form wall regions without ex-
tra lines from windows and doors. Related approaches can
be roughly categorized into two kinds: (i) the local primi-
tive based and (ii) the global information based. Pioneering
local primitive based works derive structural representation
from an image by post-processing heatmaps of corners and
edges [18, 47].

With respect to the global information based methods,
it is a popular choice to form the final structure graph
with structure-related regions segmented from the input im-
age [41, 28]. Different from the segmentation based meth-
ods, recent studies consider a holistic graph inference with
geometric primitives as nodes for high-level planer extrac-
tion. For example, Conv-MPN [42] adopts a variant of the
graph neural network to pass messages across the whole
graph, and HEAT [2] learns the topological pattern of edges
with an attention transformer. Beyond exploring the high-
level information in structure recovery, we are interested in
improving the efficiency of exploiting low-level geometric
features, which serve as the foundation of accurate structure
topology inference.

2.3. Frequency Analysis in Deep Learning

Frequency analysis is a technique that provides a com-
pressed representation of signals in the frequency domain.
Not only commonly used in classical digital signal process-
ing, but frequency analysis also remains powerful in the
era of deep learning. [37] and [1] investigate the training
and generalization of neural networks via frequency analy-
sis. [35] analyzes the spectral bias of deep models regarding
multiple vision parsing tasks. [8] applies frequency analysis
to generated images for improving image synthesis quality,
while [15] introduces a focal frequency loss that forces gen-
erative models to learn hard frequencies. [25] designs a fre-
quency channel attention mechanism to compress channel-
wise information with scalars. [3] and [31] utilize frequency
analysis in model compression. More applications of the

frequency-domain representation can also be found in do-
main adaptation [12, 13] and position embedding [22, 29].

Although frequency analysis has been combined with
deep learning techniques in recent years, it is generally used
as a mature tool in prior arts without a deep investigation
of the reasons why frequency analysis is useful. To this
end, we experimentally studied the behavior tendency of
frequency-domain convolutions in learning holistic geome-
tries. Based on the investigation results, we designed the
F-Learn strategy to efficiently learn holistic geometry clues
in low-level feature maps for structured reconstruction.

3. Method
Geometric features extracted at the early convolutional

stage fundamentally support the structure reconstruction
with precise geometry localization clues. Therefore, we
are interested in addressing a key problem for learning re-
liable low-level geometric features: the low efficiency of
fusing geometric fragments in shallow convolution layers.
Considering that geometric information is generally high-
frequency signals, we are motivated to study the problem
mentioned before with frequency analysis for structure re-
construction. In the following of this section, we first
present the preliminaries of frequency analysis. Next, we
validate the high efficiency of learning in the frequency do-
main for holistic geometry recovery. Finally, we introduce
our frequency-domain feature learning strategy (F-Learn)
and the application of the F-Learn in a given structure re-
construction model.

3.1. Preliminaries of Frequency Analysis

The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is necessary for
analyzing image data in the frequency domain. With I(x, y)
denoting the color signal at the spatial position (x, y) of an
M × N image, the DFT converts the information of I to a
frequency map F in the frequency domain by Eq. (1).

F (u, v) =

M−1∑
x=0

N−1∑
y=0

I(x, y)e−j2π(ux/M+vy/N). (1)

In Eq. (1), F (u, v) is a value that encodes a two-
dimension signal changing that belongs to the frequency
determined by u and v. The frequency map excels in holisti-
cally representing signals that show a similar frequency pat-
tern. Therefore, we assume that the DFT is a powerful tool
for efficiently learning structure-related geometry features.
To validate this hypothesis, we conducted experiments with
a geometry recovery task, and analyze the results quantita-
tively and qualitatively as below.

3.2. Learning Efficiency Analysis

In this section, we study the learning efficiency of fusing
geometric fragments in the space and frequency domains
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with a simple geometry recovery task. We first decomposed
a geometric structure composed of a circle and a square into
several geometric fragments as illustrated in Fig. 2 (a), and
left overlapping between neighboring fragments to avoid
trial solutions.

With the purpose to recover the binary image of the orig-
inal structure with the geometric fragments, we studied the
learning efficiency of frequency-domain and space-domain
convolution models. We constructed a frequency-domain
learning model (F-Learn) and several space-domain convo-
lution models. The baseline was set as a space-domain con-
volution module (BConv) built with two 1 × 1 convolution
layers and one 3 × 3 layer in between. The F-Learn model
consists of three key components: (1) a DFT; (2) two par-
allel convolution modules same with the baseline for sep-
arately processing the real and imaginary parts; and (3) an
inverse DFT (IDFT) followed by magnitude computation
of complex values. For a fair comparison, we also com-
bined a pair of baseline modules into two kinds of space-
domain learning models with parallel and cascade struc-
tures, namely Conv-Casv1 and Conv-Parv1. Extra 3 × 3
convolutions were also added into the cascade and paral-
lel space-domain models to simulate the function of DFT
and IDFT. The modified models were named Conv-Casv2
and Conv-Parv2 for simplicity. For all models, the channel
number of the intermediate feature maps was 64, and a 1×1
convolution was used as the final binary classifier. Detailed
model settings are depicted in Fig. 2(b).

The experiments were conducted on 128 × 128 binary
images of the geometric structure and fragments. The train-
ing of all models was completed with an Adam optimizer.
The learning rate and training period were set to 0.1 and
50 epochs, respectively. The binary cross entropy loss
(BCELoss) was chosen as the training guide. To alleviate
the influence of randomness, we generated 100 seeds to set
100 trials, and all models were trained with the same seed
in every trial. The performance of all models was evalu-
ated with an F1-score measurement at a threshold of 0.5.
Quantitative and qualitative results are shown in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4.

Fig. 3 draws the averaged F1-score curves of 100 tri-
als. Compared with the space-domain counterparts, the
frequency-domain model (F-Learn) shows superiority in re-
covering the complete structure in a more efficient manner.

The visualized results in Fig. 4 also show that the
frequency-domain learning model exceeds the basic spatial
convolution model with faster convergence speed and better
structure recovery quality.

Fig. 4 reveals that the F-Learn model easily rebuilds
the original structure, while the space-domain methods en-
counter difficulties in efficiently reconstructing the circle.
We also find the difference in learning tendency between the
F-Learn and space-domain models. The F-Learn model pri-

Figure 2. The settings of the simple geometry recovery task. (a)
The task of recovering the holistic structure with geometric frag-
ments. (b) The detailed settings of compared models.

Figure 3. The averaged F1-score curves of 100 trials for the F-
Learn model and the compared space-domain methods.

oritizes holistic integration before further enlarging the gap
between the foreground and background. In contrast, the
space-domain models first generate high responses to local
areas that have strong signal intensity in the input. Hence,
the space-domain models prefer overlapped areas without
considering structural continuity. In practice, the holistic
learning pattern of F-Learn will benefit the topology infer-
ence in two ways: (i) holistic geometry clues are ready for
learning high-level features at the early stage, which allevi-
ates the burden on learning structure-related low-level
features with far supervision signal; (ii) the holistic ge-
ometry learning excels in preserving the connection in-
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Figure 4. The visualized results of F-Learn, Bconv and Cov-Parv1
at different epochs.

formation in the high-resolution low-level feature maps,
which are often reused to provide accurate structure lo-
calization for topology inference.

We attribute the advantages of the frequency domain
based model to its ability to holistically process signals that
belong to similar frequencies. Based on the findings above,
we designed a frequency-domain feature learning strategy
to generate holistic geometric clues in the low-level feature
maps for structured reconstruction.

3.3. Frequency-domain Learning Strategy

The proposed frequency-domain learning strategy (F-
learn) inherits the architecture shown in Fig. 2. As the F-
Learn strategy will face more complex data and larger batch
size in practice than in Sec. 3.2, we replace each convolution
layer between DFT and IDFT with a combination (CBR) of
a convolution layer, a batch normalization operation, and a
relu activation function. We refer to all operations between
DFT and IDFT collectively as a CBR group (CBRG). Given
a set of geometric feature maps{fi|i = 0, ..., N}, the F-
Learn strategy is formulated as

(F re
i , F im

i ) = DFT(fi);

{F̂ re
i }, {F̂ im

i } = CBRG({F re
i }),CBRG({F im

i });

{f̂i} = |IDFT({F̂ re
i }, {F̂ im

i })|.

(2)

The F-learn strategy first converts every fi into a pair of
maps that record the real and imaginary parts of the DFT,
i.e., F re

i and F im
i . The maps of the real part {F re

i } are sub-
sequently processed by a CBRG that contains two 1 × 1
layers with a 3 × 3 one in between, and the same opera-
tion is also applied to {F im

i }. In the frequency domain, the
1×1 convolution directly fuses the information of the same
frequency across the channel dimension, while the 3 × 3
counterpart enhances features with signals that have simi-
lar frequencies. The high-frequency geometric fragments

in {fi} are easily combined and enhanced in such a holis-
tic way. The structurally informative space-domain features
{f̂i} can be finally obtained through an IDFT along with
magnitude computation | · |. With the parsimonious design,
the F-learn strategy is readily inserted into a hierarchical
convolutional backbone for holistic geometry feature learn-
ing.

For feature propagation, the {fi} and {f̂i} are fused into
{f̃i} via

{f̃i} = C1×1BR(Concat({fi}, {f̂i})), (3)

where Concat and C1×1BR denote the concatenation oper-
ation and a 1× 1 convolution based CBR, respectively.

The enhanced geometric features {f̃i} are then fed into
the next convolution stage for higher-level feature learning
and used to offer precise geometric localization for later
structure inference.

The F-Learn strategy can be easily inserted into a convo-
lution base backbone. With the commonly-used ResNet50
backone [10] as an example, the F-Learn strategy can be
directly deployed after the first convolution to holistically
learn geometric features. In experiments, we implemented
our F-Learn strategy in a state-of-the-art approach, i.e., the
holistic edge attention transformer (HEAT) [2], for struc-
tured reconstruction.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experiment Settings

4.1.1 Dataset

We tested our method on a dataset introduced by [24] for
vectorizing world buildings. This dataset is built on the
SpaceNet dataset [30] with 2001 images annotated with
roof planar graphs. Each image contains a building in-
stance, and the image is processed into a size of 256× 256.
In line with the prior arts [2], the training/validation/testing
split is set to 1601/50/350.

4.1.2 Implementation Details

We evaluated the F-learn strategy with the HEAT model for
structured reconstruction. The HEAT model was built on
a ResNet50 backbone pretrained on ImageNet [4]. We per-
formed our experiments with Pytorch [27] in Python3.7 and
used a workstation with one NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPU. We
adopted the same settings of loss functions as the HEAT
model. The training of the model was completed with an
AdamW optimizer, and the training period lasts 800 epochs.
The learning rate was initialized as 2e−4 and multiplied by
a factor of 0.1 for the last 25% epoch. In line with previ-
ous works [2, 24], we used precision, recall, and F1 score to
evaluate the quality of structure reconstruction in terms of
corner detection, edge inference, and region recovery.
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Table 1. Quantitative comparison between the F-Learn strategy and other methods in terms of corners detection, edge extraction,
and region reconstruction. Prec and F1 are the abbreviations of the precision and f1-score metrics. The higher the scores are, the better
the performance is. The best results are marked bold. (unit:%)

Evaluation Type → Corner Edge Region

Method Fully-neural Joint Prec Recall F1 Prec Recall F1 Prec Recall F1

IP [24] - - - - 74.5 - - 53.1 - - 55.7
Exp-Cls [43] - - 92.2 75.9 83.2 75.4 60.4 67.1 74.9 54.7 63.5
ConvMPN [42] ✓ - 78.0 79.7 78.8 57.0 59.7 58.1 52.4 56.5 54.4
HAWP [39] ✓ ✓ 90.9 81.2 85.7 76.6 68.1 72.1 74.1 55.4 63.4
LETR [36] ✓ ✓ 87.8 74.8 80.8 59.7 58.6 59.1 68.3 48.7 56.8
HEAT [2] ✓ ✓ 91.7 83.0 87.1 80.6 72.3 76.2 76.4 65.6 70.6
HEAT(retrain) [2] ✓ ✓ 91.6 83.0 87.1 80.3 72.4 76.1 75.5 65.3 70.0

F-Learn (Ours) ✓ ✓ 93.2 84.4 88.6 83.6 75.0 79.1 79.5 68.1 73.4

4.1.3 Competing Methods

We compare the F-Learn strategy with six methods:
HEAT [2], ConvMPN [42], IP [24], Exp-cls [43],
HAWP [39] and LETR [36].

HEAT is an attention-based method that takes a 2D
raster image as an input and reconstructs a planar graph
in an end-to-end manner. HEAT works via three steps: 1)
extracting hierarchical features by ResNet50; 2) detecting
corners with multi-scale features enriched by a deformable
attention module; and 3) employing two weight-sharing
Transformer decoders to classify edges and reason struc-
tures with detected corners. Our F-Learn strategy is adopted
in the first step for learning structure-related features.

Conv-MPN uses a graph neural network to infer edges
with a pre-trained corner detector. IP firstly detects ge-
ometric primitives and then reconstructs a planar graph
through several post-processing steps. Exp-cls is based on
the geometric primitives produced by other methods (e.g.,
IP and Conv-MPN) and reconstructs a planar graph through
an explore-and-classify framework. LCNN and HAWP
are methods specifically proposed for wireframe parsing.
LETR is a transformer-based method that directly generates
lines without post-processing and heuristic guidance.

4.2. Comparison and Analysis

4.2.1 Quantitative Analysis

The quantitative results displayed in Tab. 1 show that our F-
Learn strategy advances roof structure reconstruction with
state-of-the-art performance. The F-Learn strategy edges
out other compared methods by significant performance
gains regarding corner detection, edge inference, and region
reconstruction under all metrics.

With respect to the detection of corners and edges, the F-
Learn strategy outperforms the second-best by at least 1.0%
and 3.0% in the precision measurement, while 1.4% and

2.6% under the recall metric. The improvement in extract-
ing low-level geometric primitives indicates the outstand-
ing ability of the F-Learn strategy for providing holistic
and accurate geometric clues. The F-Learn strategy also
brings at least a 2.8% gain in F1 score in terms of region
reconstruction, which reveals the assistance of the F-Learn
strategy in inferring correct topological relations. Besides,
it is worth noticing that the F-Learn strategy significantly
outperforms the original HEAT model under all metrics,
but only brings a little computation increase compared to
HEAT. Tab. 2 presents a detailed comparison of computa-
tion requirements.

Table 2. Quantitative evaluation of the change of computing
efficiency brought by F-Learn. Param. and FLOPs are the ab-
breviations of the parameter quantity and floating point operations,
used to measure the complexity of an algorithm/model. Time per
Image represents the time it takes the model to infer an image and
is used to evaluate the calculation speed of the model.

Param. FLOPs Time per Image

w/o F-Learn 68.747M 670.919G 0.10s
w/ F-Learn 68.847M 684.039G 0.11s

In Tab. 2, the computation increase of F-Learn strategy
in terms of parameters, FLOPs, and inference time per im-
age can be clearly seen, where the amount is little. Espe-
cially, the parameter increase brought by F-Learn strategy
is only 0.145%, which is almost negligible. The results fur-
ther demonstrates that the F-Learn strategy is simple yet ef-
fective.

4.2.2 Qualitative Analysis

For perceptual comparison, we also present the visualized
reconstruction results in Fig. 5. Compared to other meth-
ods, our F-Learn is capable of detecting low-level geometric
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Figure 5. Qualitative results on outdoor roof structure reconstruction. Other methods build wrong topological relations due to redun-
dant or missing geometric primitives. Our F-Learn strategy derives the correct topological principles with corners and edges more fitted to
the holistic structures.
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primitives that are consistent with the holistic structure.
When reconstructing the roof shown in the first row,

ConvMPN and Exp-cls tend to detect redundant corners due
to the shadow inference and therefore wrongly separate the
roof regions. The original HEAT outputs a non-closed roof
structure because key edges are missing. In contrast, the
corners and edges learned with the F-Learn strategy are bet-
ter fitted into the overall structure. This is because the F-
Learn strategy can offer low-level features that are rich in
holistic geometric clues for topology-preserved roof struc-
ture reconstruction. The results in the following rows ad-
ditionally validate that the F-Learn strategy can effectively
extract geometric primitives that are easily ignored by other
methods, especially the original HEAT model. By compar-
ing the inferred planar graphs in the fifth row, one can also
find that the F-Learn improves the HEAT model with ro-
bustness to irrelevant structure information.

4.3. Ablation Studies

4.3.1 Comparison with Space-domain Methods

In addition to the exploration with a simple geometry fu-
sion task in Sec. 3.2, we further study the F-Learn strategy
with the space-domain learning strategies in the real scene
for roof structure reconstruction. Similar to Sec. 3.2, we
construct a space-domain learning baseline (BConv) with
a basic module composed of two 1 × 1 convolution lay-
ers and one 3 × 3 layer in between. Furthermore, we de-
sign two more space-domain strategies with the basic mod-
ules arranged in parallel and cascade, denoted as Conv-Parv.
and Conv-Casv., respectively. Same with the F-Learn, ad-
ditional operations of batch normalization and ReLU acti-
vation are added after each convolution layer used in every
space-domain strategy.

Table 3. Quantitative comparisons with space-domain learn-
ing methods. The F-Learn strategy is compared with the space-
domain counterparts under the F1-score measurement in terms of
corner detection, edge inference, and region reconstruction. The
higher the scores are, the better the performance is. The best re-
sults are marked bold. (unit:%)

Method Corner Edge Region

HEAT 87.1 76.1 70.0
HEAT-BConv 87.4 76.2 70.7
HEAT-Conv-Cas. 88.1 77.1 70.2
HEAT-Conv-Par. 87.7 76.8 69.5

F-Learn 88.6 79.1 73.4

With the F1-score measurement, Tab. 3 presents the per-
formance of the F-learn and space-domain learning strate-
gies in detecting geometric primitives. Although some
space-domain methods are comparable to the proposed F-

Learn strategy in corner extraction, it can be seen that the F-
Learn strategy gains over these methods in detecting edges
and regions by at least 2% and 2.7%, respectively. Be-
cause edges and regions are primitives closely related to
roof topology, this phenomenon demonstrates the holistic
geometry learned by the F-Learn is beneficial for the topol-
ogy inference for roof reconstruction.

4.3.2 F-Learn Strategy at Different Layers

We investigate the effect of applying the F-Learn strategy to
feature maps of different levels with the HEAT model and
the hierarchical ResNet50 backbone. The F-learn strategy
is deployed to process feature maps generated at the first
convolution layer, the first residual learning stage, and the
second one. The sizes of the corresponding feature maps
are 128 × 128, 64 × 64, and 32 × 32, respectively. The
quantitative results are presented in Tab. 4.

Table 4. Quantitative comparison of applying the F-Learn
strategy to features at different levels. L0: the first convolution
layer; L1: the first residual learning stage; L2: the second residual
learning stage. Size: the feature map size. The F1-score metric
is used for evaluating the performance of corner detection, edge
inference, and region recovery. Higher scores mean better results.
The bold values represent the best performance. (unit:%)

Method Size Corner Edge Region

HEAT - 87.1 76.1 70.0
F-Learn-L0 128× 128 88.6 79.1 73.4
F-Learn-L1 64× 64 87.7 76.4 70.9
F-Learn-L2 32× 32 86.7 75.3 69.0

Tab. 4 implies that the higher the resolution is, the better
the F-Learn strategy works. It is because high-resolution
low-level feature maps contain more high-frequency geo-
metric clues, while the low-resolution high-level ones are
richer in abstract semantic information but poorer in geo-
metric details. Therefore, the high-resolution feature maps
are more suitable than the low-resolution counterparts for
the F-Learn strategy to learn structurally informative ge-
ometries in roof reconstruction.

4.3.3 F-Learn Strategy with Various Backbones

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the F-learn strat-
egy, we evaluate the performance improvement brought by
the F-Learn strategy with different backbones. The quanti-
tative results are presented in Tab. 5. As shown by Tab. 5,
with the deployment of the F-learn strategy, the perfor-
mance of HEAT is consistently improved in terms of cor-
ners detection, edge extraction, and region reconstruction.
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Table 5. Quantitative comparison of F-Learn strategy with HEAT built on different backbones, including ResNet18, ResNet34, and
ResNet50. Prec and F1 are the abbreviations of the precision and f1-score metrics. The higher the scores are, the better the performance
is. The best results are marked bold. (unit:%)

Corner Edge Region

Backbone Prec Recall F1 Prec Recall F1 Prec Recall F1

w/o F-Learn ResNet18 91.6 81.9 86.5 79.9 70.1 74.7 76.3 61.6 68.2
w/ F-Learn ResNet18 91.7 82.2 86.7 80.8 70.4 75.2 77.1 62.9 69.3

w/o F-Learn ResNet34 90.5 82.6 86.4 78.3 71.1 74.5 73.4 63.4 68.0
w/ F-Learn ResNet34 92.1 83.2 87.4 80.2 71.8 75.8 76.2 64.1 69.6

w/o F-Learn ResNet50 91.6 83.0 87.1 80.3 72.4 76.1 75.5 65.3 70.0
w/ F-Learn ResNet50 93.2 84.4 88.6 83.6 75.0 79.1 79.5 68.1 73.4

4.3.4 F-Learn Strategy in Topology Inference

In this section, we further explore the effectiveness of the F-
Learn strategy in topology inference. Edges and regions are
primitives that highly relate to the inference of topological
relationships, and these primitives are learned with corners
and low-level features in the HEAT model. Therefore, we
directly use the ground-truth corner map to focus on topol-
ogy inference. We compare our F-Learn strategy with the
space-domain methods used in Sec. 4.3.1.

Table 6. Quantitative results of the F-Learn and space-domain
strategies with respect to topology inference. The HEAT
method with corner ground truth is set as the baseline. With cor-
ner annotations, all methods are studied with a focus on topology
inference. The higher scores mean better results, and the best per-
formance is bolded. (unit: %)

Evaluation Type → Edge Region

Method Prec Recall F1 Prec Recall F1

HEAT 93.5 84.1 88.5 90.2 73.8 81.2
HEAT-BConv 94.4 83.9 88.8 89.4 71.7 79.6
HEAT-Conv-Cas 94.8 85.3 89.8 91.3 73.7 81.6
HEAT-Conv-Par 93.8 84.8 89.1 89.7 73.9 81.0

F-Learn 95.1 87.5 91.1 89.5 77.6 83.1

Tab. 6 presents the numeric results, and it can be seen
that our F-Learn strategy brings the highest gains in most
metrics for edge inference and region reconstruction. This
phenomenon demonstrates that the F-Learn strategy effec-
tively supports topology inference with an outstanding abil-
ity for holistic geometry learning.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a frequency-domain feature

learning strategy (F-Learn) to tackle the issue of wrong
topology recovery caused by the lack of holistic clues in
low-level features. Experiments with a geometry recov-
ery task convincingly validate the efficiency of the F-Learn

strategy in learning holistic geometry. In terms of the
real scene, the F-Learn strategy achieves significant per-
formance improvement of topological principle inference
for roof structure reconstruction. The ablation studies ver-
ify that the F-Learn strategy outperforms the space-domain
learning counterparts in capturing holistic geometric fea-
tures regarding complex real scenes. We believe that it
is promising to further explore the holistic learning ability
brought by frequency analysis in more vision tasks.
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